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Be sure to attend the upcoming Tricks of the Trade webinar on January 31 from 3:30-4:00 PM ET.  

Watch for an invitation via email.  Learn about where to go to find resources to 

learn about the new CU*BASE navigation coming with the 17.03 release. 

Pick #1:  Where can I find resources to learn about the new 
CU*BASE navigation changes coming with the 17.03 release? 

With the 17.03 release, the CU*BASE menu structure is being replaced with an easy-
to-search Tools Home page.  The best way to learn about the release and the new 
CU*BASE navigation changes is to go to the “Revamping the CU*BASE Menu System” 
section in the CU*Answers Kitchen.  On this page you will find all of the resources 
covered in this publication as well as answers to frequently-asked questions. 

Pick #2:  Where can I find a video that gives an introduction to the new 
navigation?  Where can I find other videos? 

CU*Answers has worked overtime to provide you with quality videos to introduce 
you to the new CU*BASE navigation.  On the Kitchen page you will find                                                    
an introduction to the new navigation feature and many other 
helpful videos.   

Other videos help you learn about tools, the button bars, toolset 
controls, favorites, and preferences.  

Pick #3:  Where can I find the PowerPoint used in the new 
CU*BASE navigation training? 

Want to review the PowerPoint used in the 17.03 release training?  
Look no further than the Kitchen page.  There you can find it both in PowerPoint and 
PDF versions.   Review it yourself or use it to train your staff! 

Pick #4:  Where can I find a cross reference guide for the old menu op-
tion to the new navigation? 

We have created an easy-to-use cross reference Excel spreadsheet that lists each 
menu option and the new tool number assigned to it.  Find it on the Kitchen page.  

Pick #5:  Where can I find a cross reference guide for MNXXXX to the 
new “category” feature? 

Instead of menus, new “categories” group the tools in the new navigation.  Find a 
handy cross reference of menu name to category on the Kitchen page. 

Refer to the Tricks of the Trade Newsletter Series page to review previous issues in 

the Tricks of the Trade. 
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